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Abstract
The article reveals the concept of socio-economic conflict, its typology is given. Key approaches
to the study of socio-economic conflict are described, which allow us to confirm, that with
increasing of socio-economic conflicts, the need for their constructive settlement and resolution
is brewing. Socio-economic conflict, been developing in the sphere of social production and
distribution of social wealth among large social communities and institutions, is accompanied by
extreme tension and confusion in society. The following research methods are used in the
article: structural-functional and subject-activity. The authors come to the conclusion that the
socio-economic conflicts are often found in practice, as they are related to the quality of life of
the individual. Furthermore, such conflicts may be transformed and take on political overtones,
thereby to escalate into largescale clashes of  interests of  entire social  groups.  Despite its
conditional nature, typology of socio-economic conflicts contributes to the disclosure of the
nature  and  content  of  socio-economic  conflict  (object,  subject,  subjects,  etc.),  as  well  as
developing practical recommendations for the effective management and regulation of risks,
and conflicts in the sphere of socio-economic security.
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